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Andrea Monda
Young people must go in haste to others, just like Mary: His Holiness’ message for WYD
Harmonise with your past and present: Meeting with Authorities, Civil Society and the Diplomatic Corps
Agreement signed between the Holy See and the Republic of Kazakhstan

The sacred must never be a prop for power: Opening of the VII Congress of Leaders of World and Traditional Religions
The Christian way, one of universal love: Holy Mass on the Feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross
The grace of being a small flock: To Bishops, Priests, Deacons, Consecrated Persons, Seminarians and Pastoral Workers
Words of Thanks at the conclusion of Holy Mass
A pilgrimage of dialogue and peace: Pope Francis asks the faithful to pray for Ukraine and for his trip to Kazakhstan
Hope for new unity within our fragmented and divided human family: Message of His Holiness Pope Francis for the 37th World Youth Day

Healing a broken world: Auxiliary Bishop of New York Edmund Whalen reflects on the September 11 terrorist attacks

‘Kreditá na bo’ Three religious sisters in Cape Verde on a mission to free victims of prostitution
Alicia Lopes Araújo

September 23, 2022
The monstrosity of war: At the General Audience Pope Francis again denounces the savagery in martyred Ukraine

Prayers for Puerto Rico and Dominican Republic: The Holy Father following the devastation of Hurricane Fiona

Peace is possible when weapons are silenced and dialogue begins: The Pope calls for an end to fighting in Ukraine and between Azerbaijan and Armenia

Cardinal Krajewski prays before mass graves in Izium

A journey of listening and respect in diversity: The Holy Father reflects on his trip to Kazakhstan

A ‘Samaritan’ work of the Pope’s charity: To members of the Administration Board of the ‘Populorum Progressio’ Foundation

Rescriptum ex Audientia Sanctissimi: On the suppression of the ‘Populorum Progressio’ Foundation

The Trappist ‘collection of dreams’ for the evangelization of the world: To the Order of Cistercians of the Strict Observance for their General Chapter

The patience of dialogue: On return flight from Kazakhstan with journalists

The world needs honesty: The XXV Sunday in Ordinary Time
Fr Marion Nguyen OSB

Cardinal Vincent Nichols recalls Christian faith of Queen Elizabeth II: Interview with the Archbishop of Westminster
Christopher Wells
Remembering 9/11 victims in the US

Pedaling as the Pope’s ambassadors: Athletica Vatican takes on the International Cycling Union World Championships and meets with First Australians in Wollongong

Mons Camillus Johnpillai

Treasures to be shared: First issue of the Vatican Library Review

The steal of a lifetime: Big Bob in the Execution Chamber

Remaining with my people: A religious sister in Myanmar
Sr Rosalind Arokiaswami IJS

The rich man and Lazarus XXVI Sunday in Ordinary Time
Fr John Luke Gregory OFM

An outpouring of love: In Westminster Abbey, a final farewell to Queen Elizabeth II

Tim Schmalz’s new ‘Be Welcoming’ statue unveiled in Chicago

September 30, 2022
Education creates spaces for encounter: Pope addresses conference on education of migrants and refugees

Prayer is talking to Jesus as you would talk to a friend

Holy Father to visit the Kingdom of Bahrain: From 3 to 6 November
Prayer is talking to Jesus as you would talk to a friend. Pope Francis continues his series of catecheses on discernment.

Education creates spaces for encounter, integration and fruitful exchanges. To participants in a conference on education of migrants and refugees at the Pontifical Gregorian University.

Reorienting our way of living on the planet we have damaged: Encouraging participants in the meeting of Deloitte Global to become ‘integral consultants’.

Bread broken for others: The Holy Father’s Homily at Mass in ‘XXI Settembre’ Stadium.

For a more inclusive future: Appeals for Myanmar, Ukraine and Cameroon—Angels on World Day of Migrants and Refugees.

From an economy that kills to an economy of life: To young people gathered in Saint Francis’ hometown.

Called to humility, synodality and loving all without distinction: To members of the Capuchin Tertiary.
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